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Introduction 
The Tree D © software, version 0.8 , is an application that loads an aerial or satellite image and 
detects trees by template matching. The software is developed at the Remote Sensing Laboratory, 
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences ( SLU) in Umea, Sweden . This is beta software and 
the methods and algorithms are continuously being improved upon . Please report any errors you 
find in the software to the Remote Sensing Laboratory . 
The algorithms for tree detection used in the application are based on a Ph D thesis by Richard 
James Pollock (1 996), University of British Columbia, Canada . The application is build upon two 
software libraries, Intel® Image Processing Library, IPL © and wxWindows © . The I PL is 
used for image processing and w x  Windows is used as a graphical user interface . 
The report contains three major sections, a manual, a method description and a software 
description . The manual is for someone, without any prior knowledge of template matching, who 
wants to run the software . The method and software descriptions are for someone that wants to 
build a similar application as Tree D or as a support for in -house development at the Remote 






The Tree D 0.8 application is available at the Remote Sensing Laboratory , SLU and is primarily 
used as a research tool for single tree detection. The software runs on a Microsoft® Windows 
2000 workstation . The application binary depends on the Intel® Image Processing Library, 
IPL © DLLs and consequently they need to be put into the same folder as the program. All of 
these binaries can be found at SLU . 
The input to the application is an aerial/satellite image (central or orthogonal projection),  a tree 
library , information about the camera and solar positions , and a path to a directory to put the 
results in. The current status of the input variables can be viewed and changed before starting the 
correlation of the image. The output from the application consists of three te xt files , status. txt, 
treelist.txt and probable_treelist.txt. If there are old files with these names at the result 
directory they will be overwritten. To save a new batch you can either rename the oldfiles or use 
a new result directory . 
·· 
The application assumes that the terrain is fairly flat and that the camera is positioned 
appro ximately in a nadir view. If these conditions are not fulfilled the accuracy of the positioning 
and detection of the trees will decrease . 
Figure 1 Drop list for the input to the application. The aerial image and the tree and aerial information can 
be imported from here. When all input data is set, press correlate to start template matching a new 
aerial image. 
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Setting up the environment 
The Tree D 0.8 application and DLLs are available at the Remote Sensing Laboratory , SLU. The 
binary is compiled for the Microsoft® Windows 2000 platform. To set up the environment , put 
the e xe file, tree_d.exe, in a directory together with the Intel® Image Processing Library, IPL 
© DLLs , 









Double click the tree_d.exe binary icon to start the application. 
Pre-processing of images 
The Tree D application can process aerial/satellite images both in central projection and in 
orthogonal projection. The program assumes that the images are close to a nadir view. If the 
camera angle is oblique , the program cannot choose the correct viewing angle for the templates. 
You can use image software to rectify an image into for e xample the R T 90 coordinate system. 
When rectifying the image it is important to save the leftmost , rightmost , lowest and highest 
coordinates to be used as input later in the program. The application can read 24 -bit bmp image 
files. If the rectified image is in another format such as T I F F  it has to be converted by image 
software before loading it. 
Creating a tree library 
The application use a library to create the tree templates used in the matching algorithm. Such a 
tree library file can be created in a standard te xt editor. The parameters in this library can be 
adjusted to be suitable for a local forest type. The library te xt file should contain a row for each 
tree the application should look for. Five predefined tags follo wed by a value determine the 
different tree parameters , see e xample. 
tree list 
<name> tree1 <exponent> 2.0 <radius> 2.5 <crownheight> 1 0.0 <stemheight> 10.0 
<name> tree2 <exponent> 2.0 <radius> 1.5 <crownheight> 5.0 <stemheight> 5.0 
Where <e xponent> is a shape value. A value of 1.0 = cone , 2.0 = ellipsoid and oo = cylinder. It is 
important to use space between the tag and the value. The <radius> , <crownheight> and 






The definitions of the tree size tags in the tree library, r = <radius>, ch = <crownheight> and sh 
= <stemheight>. These values are used when rendering the tree templates to-be used in the 
matching algorithms. 
The values of <radius> , <crownheight> and <stemheight> should be defined in meters [m ] if the 
global coordinate system is defined in meters [m ]. No more than 30 trees can be used at a time. 
For performance reasons however it is advisable to keep the number of trees low. No more than 
five at a time. 
Aerial information 
The application read the aerial information from a te xt file with predefined tags. Such an 
information file can be created in a standard te xt editor. The input data the program needs are the 
flying altitude <zO> measured from the ground (not the sea level). The leftmost , rightmost , 
lowest and highest coordinates of the global coordinate system , <left> I <right> I <bottom> 
and <top> all defined in the same unit as the tree data . The solar altitude and azimuth angle in 
degrees , <altitude> and <az imuth> . Ifthe image is not rectified in a north south direction the 




Figure 3 Definition of the solar angles that are used in the template matching algorithms. N =north, E = 
east, S = south and W= west. 
An e xample of an aerial information te xt file can bee seen below. 
aerial info 
<z O> 4600.0 
<left> 0.0 <right> 256.0 <bottom> 0.0 <top> 256.0 
<altitude> 45.0 <az imuth> 30.0 
If a global coordinate system is not known for an aerial image it is possible to set the left and 
bottom coordinates to zero and the right and top coordinates to the (image width I pi xels per 
meter) and (image height I pi xels per meter). That way a relative positioning of the trees is 
possible. 
Setting the image filtering 
The correlation threshold value sets the level where possible trees are accepted. A value of one 
is a perfect match. A value of zero means that the template does not correlate with the image. 
If the image has a high resolution it can be necessary to smooth the image before matching. Blur 
sets the size , in pi xels , of an averaging filter. Gauss sets the standard deviation , in pi xels , of a 
Gaussian filter. When the values are set to zero , no filtering is performed. It is not necessary to 
use both a Gaussian and an averaging filter at the same time. 
9 
Figure 4 The Filtering input window. A correlation value of 1.0 is a perfect match whereas a value ofO.O 
means that there is no correlation at all. Blur and Gauss sets the averaging and Gaussian 
smoothing of the image. 
Program output 
Before starting a correlation of tree templates a result directory must be chosen. There three te xt 
files will be saved , status. txt, treelist.txt and probable_treelist.txt. If the result directory 
contains old files with these names they will be overwritten. To save a new batch you can either 
rename the old files or use a new result directory. Before starting a new correlation it is advisable 
to see the status of the current input variables. When you are satisfied with the choice of the input 
files and settings , the correlation can be started from the file menu. 
Figure 5 The current input settings can be viewed in the status window. These are the values that will be 
used when starting the next correlation. 
The status te xt file contains information about the input settings that were used when correlating 













Width 51 2 
Height 51 2 
Geo width 256.000000 
Geo height 256.000000 
Tile width 48 
Tile height 48 
The file treelist.txt contains all found trees with all templates and the file probable_treelist.txt 
contains the most probable candidates . The ape x and root positions of the trees are saved both in 
local coordinates (pi xels) and in global coordinates .  The table can be imported to standard G I S  
software to study the positions of the trees overlaid upon the aerial image . The position of the 
ape x is easiest to use because the tree tops are seen in the image. The root position is the one that 
is more correct to use as the global position . The accuracy of the root position depends on how 
well the height of the tree is estimated (if the correct tree template was chosen). 
An e xample of a probable_treelist.txt file 
correlation x_apex y_apex x_root y_root 
0.932431 8.000000 1 0.000000 9.01 31 00 1 1 .01 31 00 
0.943925 26.000000 1 4.000000 26.505447 1 4.505447 
0.928759 40.000000 1 4.000000 40.505447 1 4.505447 
x_apex_geo y_apex_geo x_root_geo y_root_geo 
4.000000 5.000000 4.506550 5.506550 
1 3.000000 7.000000 1 3.252723 7. 252723 
20.000000 7.000000 20.252723 7. 252723 
name N radius crownHeight stemHeight 
tree1 2.000000 2.500000 1 0.000000 1 0.000000 
tree2 2.000000 1 .500000 5.000000 5.000000 
tree2 2.000000 1 .500000 5.000000 5.000000 
index kernel_M kernel_N 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
lightx lighty lightz pos_x pos_y zo 
-0.353553 0.61 2372 -0.7071 07 -92.000000 -92.000000 4600.000000 
-0.353553 0.61 2372 -0.7071 07 -92.000000 -92.000000 4600.000000 
-0.353553 0.61 2372 -0.7071 07 -92.000000 -92.000000 4600.000000 
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Template rendering 
The application has a separate kernel rendering tool to use when e xperimenting with different 
tree sizes , solar angles or pi xels per meter values . The same template rendering algorithms as in 
the correlation loop is used . Therefore this rendering tool can be used as a support when writing a 
tree library or finding an unknown solar angle. 
Figure 6 The input window for the kernel rendering tool. 
Figure 7 The output from the kernel rendering tool show the synthetic tree in a viewing window. 





The procedures of the application are 
• Divide the aerial image into tiles 
• Render a template for each tree and tile 
• Cross correlate the template with the tile of the aerial image to receive possible tree 
positions 
• Search for candidates to the same position from four neighbouring tiles 
• Choose the most probable tree for each position 
Rendering of synthetic trees 
The templates in the Tree D application are rendered to look like a shado wed tree in the correct 
vie wing angle . The shape used is that of a generalized ellipsoid of revolution as suggested by 
Pollock (1996), se Figure 8. The synthetic kernels are rendered by flat shading and the vie wing 




To the left, a generalized ellipsoid of revolution. To the right, ellipsoids of different shapes and in 
different viewing angles, rendered with flat shading. 
14 
Flat shading 
When rendering a flat shaded object the direction of the illumination and the direction of the 
surface normal vector are needed . The intensity i at a point of the surface is given by 
i = -I cos (180-B)= -l ���) 
-
Where I is the maximum intensity , n is the surface normal vector and l is the illumination 
vector , see Figure 9. 
Figure 9 When rendering a surface colour the light vector l and the normal vector n of the surface have 
an angular difference 8. In a flat shading an angle 8 = oo gives full intensity whereas an angle 8 = 
90° gives the lowest intensity. 
15 
Deriving the normal surface vector of generalized ellipsoids 
z 
Figure 10 A generalized ellipsoid of revolution 
The equation for a generalized ellipsoid is as follo ws 
[1.1] 
Substituting r = � x2 + y2 = (x2 + / �, in [1.1] gives 
[2.1] 
Solving for z gives 
[3.1] 
The derivative of z for x ,  y and z is 
[5.1] 
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dz =1 dz 
[6. 1] 
The tangent vector of a curve is [�;]according to Figure II. Therefore the normal vector of a [-DJ] curve IS Dx . 
Figure 11 The normal and tangent vectors of a curve 








Dx dx = :::: . By similar 
1 1 
reasoning the normal of a surface is df . Please observe that the normal vector is not 
dy 
1 
normalized to unit length in this form. If necessary that can be done numerically after 
differentiation . Then use the pre calculated derivatives in equation [4. 1] , [5. 1] and [6. 1] to obtain 
the surface normal of generalized ellipsoids . 
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Ray tracing 
When generating templates the shape of the object is kno wn in a local coordinate system whereas 
the ray tracing of the object is performed in a world coordinate system. Hence there is a need to 
transform the different coordinates. Figure 12 sho ws a system where the camera is located at (0, 
0, ZO) in the X, Y and Z coordinates whereas the template is positioned at (Xt emplat ePos, 





Figure 12 A coordinate system slwwing the imaging of aerial photos. The camera at position (0, 0, ZO) and 
the template at position XtemplatePos and YtemplatePos. 
The transform from (X, Y, Z) to (xLocal, yLocal, Z) is simply 
xLocal = X -Xt emplat ePos 
yLocal = Y-Yt emplat ePos 
Z=Z 






Xmin XtemplatePos Xmax X 
Figure 13 A template with definitions in two coordinate systems 
A template size must be chosen when ray tracing the template in the world coordinate system. If 
for instance 
templateWidth = Xmax 
templateHeight = Ymax 
Xmin 
Ymin. 
Xmax, Xmin, Ymax and Ymin can for e xample be chosen as 
Xmin = XtemplatePos 
Xmax = XtemplatePos 
Ymin = YtemplatePos 





When oversampling , the sampling Widt h and samplingHeight is chosen to larger numbers than the 
corresponding template sizes. The ratio between the two is 
RatioWidth 
RatioHeight 
= samplingWidth I templateWidth 
= samplingHeight I templateHeight 
The increments used in the over sampling is then 
DeltaX = 1 I RatioWidth 
1 9  
DeltaY = 1 I RatioHeight 
And thus the sampling coordinates is 
X = x * deltaX + Xmin 
Y = y * deltaY + Ymin 
Where x andy is the coordinates in the new ray traced image 
z 
zo 
Xmin XtemplatePos Xp Xmax X 
Figure 14 Ray tracing a template. The grey value at position Xp in the image (world zero plane) is collected 
from position Xp at the rendered template. 
When ray tracing the template the grey value in position Xp is collected from position Xp in the 
rendered template , see Figure 14. The equation for the ray tracing line on parametric form is 
d=�X2+Y2+Z2 p p 0 
X t 
X=X __ P 
p d 
Y t  
Y=Y __ P_ p d 




Solve [2.2] for t results in 
t = (x p- x): [x p * o] 
p 






The intersection point X'p in Figure 14 must be found by a numerical method. One way can be to 
sample along the ray tracing line and see when the difference in Z -values between the ray and the 
object (rayZ - t emplat eZ) is positive or negative. When there is a shift from negative to positive 




Xmin XtemplatePos Xp Xmax X 
Diagram showing when the ray tracing line is inside or outside the object. An intersection point 
can be found where the difference rayZ- templateZ shifts from negative to positive. 
Figure 15 shows such a ray intersecting an object. When the height difference shifts it indicates 
that there is an intersection point. The template can be inscribed in a bo x to decrease the number 
of sampling points along the ray. To find the value oft at X=Xmin use [3.2]. 
2 1  
tXmin = (Xp - Xmin) d I Xp 
Each increment oft can be found by dividing with the interesting number of samples 
deltaT = tXmin!N 
Where N = number of samples. 
Figure 16 Seven different ray tracing lines sampling the height difference between the object and the ray. 
The binary logic for finding positions where the ray pass from the inside to the outside of the tree 
cro wn is as follo ws. 
Height difference Code (binAZ) 
Zero (on crown surf ace) 0 
Positive (above crown surf ace) 1 
Negative (below crown surf ace) -1 
Table 1 Height difference encoding 
The difference bet ween the present and the last height difference (dif!Bin&) is also of interest. 
Going from right to the left in Figure 16 results in the follo wing sequences 
22 
I BinllZ 
diffBinllZ I ��Y tracing line I I� I� I BinllZ 
diffBinAZ I ��y tracing line 2 I �1 * I � I BinllZ 
diffBinL'.Z I ��y tracing line 3 I�� I� * 
Ray tracing line 4 
BinAZ 1 0 * 0 * 1 
diffBinAZ - - - - 1  0 1 
Ray tracing line 5 
BinAZ 1 0 * - 1  0 * 1 
diffBinAZ - - - - 1  - 1  1 1 
Ray tracing line 6 
BinAZ 1 - 1  - 1  - 1  1 
diffBinAZ - - - -2 0 0 2 * 
I ��y tracing line 7 
Positions where the ray pass from the inside to the outside of the tree crown, are marked with a * . 
If bin&= 0 the intersection point is found directly. If diffBinLfZ = 2 the points are passing from 
the inside to the outside of the object and is therefore a good starting point for interpolating the 
value. 
Interpolating an intersection point works best when the two surrounding points both is located 
inside the object base radius. If one of them is outside it is better to move it closer to the object. 
Figure 17 shows such a case. 
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(x2, y2) --....... 
Figure 17 Two interpolating points (xi, yl) and (x2, y2) where the second is outside the template base radius. 
The ray tracing line starts at (xp, yp). 
The following relationship is found in Figure 17. 
[4.2] 
[5.2] 
Solve for cos/] in 4.2 
cos /3 = ( r{ - r/ + L\.l J 2r2L\.y [6.2] 
Rearrange [5.2] into a second order equation. 






2cos 2 fJ- r
2
2+R2 = 
r, cosj3± r,' (cos' j3 � 1 <: J [8.2] 
(cos' j3 � 1 + :: J � 0 
The smallest root in [8.2] is the one that is searched for . 
The ne w value for t2 is found by simple interpolation 
[9 .2] 
Where tl and t2 corresponds to the points (xl , yl) and (x2 , y2) in the ray tracing line . 
The intersection point is found by interpolating with the ne w t2 value . 
[10.2] 
Where L1z2n ew and Llzl is  the difference bet ween the height of  the ray and the height of the 
object at points (xi, yl) and (x2n ew, y2n ew). 
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Template matching 
Cross correlation with normalized image matrixes 
Consider the case when a kernel is correlated with an image matrix. 
Figure 18 The kernel K is correlated with the image matrix M. The current position of the correlation is at 
the sub image Mk. 
Rearrange the content in matrixes K and Mk into vectors 
K and Mk 
Where 
1 K=K - -""K =K -K 1 xy L... L... xy xy average 
And 
mn x Y 
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1 M =M _ _ "\'"\'M -M -M ki kxy L,. L,. kxy kxy average mn x Y 
And m and n are the matrix width and height: 
These can be seen as vectors in an n-dimensional space. The dot product of those two is 
[ 1.3] 
Rewriting [ 1.3] in index form gives 
[2.3] 
Rearranging [2.3] gives 
IKiMki 
cos e = ---:::===:::'==· =--=== 
��K( ��M;; 
[3.3] 
If M ki = K; then [3.3] becomes 
[4.3] 
If M ki = -K; then [3.3] becomes 
[5.3] 
Thus if you have a perfect match between the two vectors the ratio is 1 and if you have an 
inverted relationship the ratio is - 1. Since (- 1 < cos 9 < 1) all other non perfect matches lies 
between the two extremes. 
Rewrite [3.3] in matrix index form 
27 
L L (Kxy- Kaverage XM kxy- M kaverage ) 
[6.3] 
Equation [6.3] describes how to correlate the kernel K with the image matrix Mat position k. 
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Choosing probable trees 
When correlating an aerial image with several templates corresponding to different tree sizes and 
shapes there will be many candidates to the same position. To decide whether two template 
correlations are the same tree, the mask coverage ratio is measured for the two kernels, see Figure 
1 9. The coverage ratio is the intersection area divided by the total mask area. This is measured for 
both of the investigated templates. The larger of the two values is chosen for comparison. A small 
kernel can for instance be inside a large one, givinglOO% coverage whereas the larger template 
is only covered by a small amount lower than the threshold by the small template. When a 
number of candidates to the same position are found the one with the highest correlation value is 
chosen. It is possible to use weights on the correlation values if for instance one would like to 
pick a large tree rather than a small one. 
Figure 19 To the left, two templates which partly cover each other. To the right, the template masks. The 
intersection of the template masks is marked with grey. If the grey area ratio is larger than a 
chosen threshold the templates are considered to be candidates to the same tree position. 
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Tiling 
If large aerial images are used it is not possible to perform the calculations on the entire image at 
the same time, because the computer memory will be too small. The image needs to be split into 
several tiles. This will also enhance the search for the most probable trees since only the 
neighbouring tiles need to be searched in. Not the whole image. If the tiles are chosen small 
enough it is possible to use the same viewing angle when rendering the templates. A value of two 
times a chosen max crown diameter for a forest could for instance be chosen. If the size and the 
anchor of the correlation kernel are known it is easy to calculate the size of the image window 







__j ................................. Li--J 
An image consisting of nine tiles. Four positions of a template are shown. The anchors of the 
templates are marked with a cross. The dotted lines circumscribe the image window needed to 
investigate every anchor position of the middle tile. 
The tile width in the TreeD 0.8 application is chosen as 
tileWidth = 2 * MAX_CROWN_DIAMETER * pixelsPerMeter 
tileHeight = tileWidth 
MAX_CROWN_DIAMETER = 12 
The maximum number of tiles in the width and height direction can be calculated by 
Mmax = floor( imageWidth I tileWidth ) 
Nmax = floor( imageHeight I tileHeight ) 
30 















, where M and N are the indexes to the current tile. To calculate the window needed for the 
correlation kernel to cover a tile, the kernel size and anchor must be known. The circumscribing 













3 1  
- anchorX - 1 
- anchorY - 1 
Height and position errors due to altitude differences in the aerial 
image 
Central projection 
In aerial images the ground level is usually not flat and that results in errors when estimating the 
size and position of objects. 
X 
Figure 21 Projection of a tree, with height h and positioned at level zr. to the zero level in an aerial image. 
In Figure 21 the following relationships can be shown 
xr = 
Zo 
xr · ZoX X = r ' r Zo-zr Zo- Zr 
.:5_ 
= Xr ' - ZoXr , x,-




[1.4] and [2.4] in [3.4] gives 
The position and height error is 
L\xr= x� - xr, b.h=h'-h 
[1.4] and [4.4] in [5.4] gives 
A .. --
ZoXr 1 1 u.A,r - xr = --- xr, b.h = 
1 
-- 1 h 
Zo -zr 1 -� 1 -� 
Zo 
Thus the errors depends on the error factor e 
e = [-
1 
-1 ], L\ xr = exr, b.h = eh 
1 -� 
Zo 
Solve for Zr I zo in [7 .4] results in 
1 




1 - �=1 - -
1 -
Zo e + 1 
' z0 e + 1 
With error factor e = 0.1 , [8.4] gives 








Thus if you want an error smaller than 10 % in the estimates the highest altitude difference 
compared to the camera height cannot be larger than 10%. The position error is larger further out 
in the image and the height error is larger with high trees. 
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Orthogonal projection 
To avoid errors depending on altitude differences sometimes the photographs are converted to an 
orthogonal projection, when a digital terrain model of the photographed area is known. These 
conversions are however often crude using a large grid containing several trees. 
Figure 22 shows an orthogonal projection of a tree. 
Figure 22 
X 
An orthogonal projection of a tree with height h and position xr, zr, The tree root and top are 
projected to xr, x' o and the projected height is h'. The tree would have the projected height h 'o if 
the grid e lement was horizontal. 
The position of the root is correctly projected onto xr. The projection of the top x'o depends on the 
current slope of the ground grid element, leading to an error in the height estimate. If the current 
grid element is horizontal the top is projected to xo. 
In Figure 22 the following relationship can be seen 
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I (zo- Zr )x; Xo = 3.. X -o-
Zo- Zr Zo Zo 
� - Zo 
Xo -xr Xo 
II,; = (x0 -x, }z, +--""-}o Xo Xo 
hi 
I 
Zo = -1 ' I I 0 Xo -xr Xo 
h' = (x; -x, }z, = ( 1 _ x,} 
Xo Xo 
Inserting [2 .4] in [9. 4] gives 
Inserting [12. 4] in [10. 4] gives 
�= 
x (1 - h ) 
1 -
r 
Zo - Zr ( h ) h h ----''------'----'--"-- z0 = 1 -1 + z0 = Z0 = --xr Zo - Zr Zo - zr 1 - !:L_ 
Zo 
Which is the same result as in [4. 4]. 







This means that the magnitude of the height error in orthogonal projections is of the same order 
as for normal projections in landscapes without steep hillsides . The position of the tree will be 
correct . 
For a grid segment with a steep slope 
-�-h = Z0- Zr -h __ �_h __ = Zo- Zr -h [15. 4] 
See Figure 22 and Figure 23. For a grid element with slope 8 
�h -= tan() , �h = s1 tan() [16. 4] 
s, 
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[ 15. 4] in [ 14.4] gives 
s1 tan 0 = Zo- Zr- h 
Xo - Xr- Sl Xr 
Solving for s1 gives 
Figure 23 gives 
' Xo - xr Xo = Xr + Sl = Xr + t LJ 
1 + 
xr anu
(z0- Zr- h) 
[ 12. 4] in [ 18. 4] gives 
Zo- Zr X r + -"---'-
x' _ tanO 0 - (z -z -h) 1 + 0 r 
xr tanO 
[ 18. 4] in [ 1 . 4] gives 
' xr h = 1 ---..:....__-z0 
X + -Zo,_
- _z_,_r r 
tane 
1+ Zo-zr -h 
xr tanO 
[ 17. 4] 






Figure 23 Magnification of Figure 22 
With a tree height h = 20 [m], a flying height zo = 400 [m], a root position zr = 0 [m], a position xr 
= 200 [m] and a negative slope e = -30 [0], 
h'=28.12 
which gives 






Application function API 
Template matching program 
The program consists of a main loop, main functions and a number of supporting functions 
written at SLU and from the IPL© library. All written in the C programming language. The C­
algorithms are called from a Graphical User Interface, GUI, which is using the wxWindows© 
C++ library. 
The main C-loop is 
correlate_dib 
The main functions are; 
create_kernel, 
correlate_tree, 
find_local_maxD _add_ origo, 
read_ tile, 
get_intersect_list_D. 
The definition of the main loop is, 
correlate_dib 
BITMAPINFO* correlate_dib( 
const char* f name, 
const char* f nametrees, 
const char* f name_aerial, 





Input variables : 
const char* f name, 
const char* f nametrees, 
const char* f name_aerial, 
const char* resultdir, 
40 
The path to the aerial image file 
The path to the tree library 
The path to the aerial information 
The path to the directory where the results 





Output variables : 
BITMAPINFO* dibPtr, 











Iplirnage* irngKernelMask) , 
Not implemented (for future use) 
Correlation threshold for accepted match 
Amount of average filtering 
Amount of Gaussian filtering 
The filtered centre part of the aerial image 
and the templates used 
Create kernel is a function that renders a synthetic image of a tree. The illumination and viewing 
directions can be set. This in order to be used as a correlation kernel when detecting single trees 
in aerial images. 






Output variables : 
The tree geometry (pixels) 
Tree position relative to the camera nadir (pixels) 
Height from tree root (ground) to camera (pixels) 
Illumination vector pointing from the sun 
(parallel light) 
0 = false, 1 = true. Shows an IPL window of the 
kernel. Used for debugging purposes 













Position of the tree root in the kernel coordinate 
system (pixels) 
Position of the tree apex in the kernel coordinate 
system (pixels) 
Pointer to rendered kernel image 
Pointer to rendered kernel mask 
This mask is used to remove the surroundings of the 
kernel in the image 





The aerial image of interest 
The current kernel 
The current mask 
double Xanchor 
double Yanchor 
x-position of the anchor in the kernel coordinate system 
y-position of the anchor in the kernel coordinate system 
Output variables: 
Iplimage* resultimg32S Correlation image map for the current kernel. 
It is necessary to find local maxima in this image to 
decide the position of possible trees. 








SluTemplate templateinf o, 
SluKernelindex tileinf o, 
SluListDHit* resultsPtr) 
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Finds the local maxima in a cross correlation image, which correspond to possible tree positions. 








SluTemplate templateinf o, 
















A correlation map image received from the 
correlate_tree function 
Correlation threshold value of how good 
match that is allowed for a possible tree, 
1 = perfect match, 0 = non matching kernel. 
Origo of the current tile of the image 
compared to the aerial image origo 
Kernel anchor in local coordinate system 
(pixels) 
Kernel apex in local coordinate system 
(pixels) 
Kernel root in local coordinate system 
(pixels) 
Information about the used template 
Information about current image tile 




Reads a tile from an image on disc. To save memory if large images are used. 
Input variables: 
SluDiscimage* discimagePtr, Object with information about the 










The current tile x-index 
The current tile y-index 
Aerial image x-rninimum value (usually zero) 
Aerial image x-maximum value (width -1) 
Aerial image y-rninimum value (usually zero) 
Aerial image y-maximum value (height -1) 
Width of current tile 
Height of current tile 












Height of current kernel 
Anchor of the kernel in local coordinate system 
(pixels) 
Output variables: 
Sluiplimage* iplimagePtr, Pointer to the image object of the tile 








SluKernelData kernelMatrix[] [4], 
SluListDGraphHit* resultListPtr) 













Result from current tile 
Result from neighbouring tile 
Result from neighbouring tile 
Result from neighbouring tile 
Information about current tile 
SluKernelData kernelMatrix[] [4], 
Output variables : 
SluListDGraphHit* resultListPtr, 
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Rendered kernels for the four 
neighbouring tiles 
Result list with most probable trees 
Graphical user interface 
The graphical user interface uses the wxWindows© C++ cross platform GUI library. The class 




Context: clas s declarations for wxWindows application 
Returns: 
Parameters :  
Notes: 
*I 
Kenneth Olofs s on 
Remote Sensing Laboratory 
Department o f  Fores t Resource Management and 
Geomatics 
Swedish Univers ity of Agricultural Sciences, 
SLU, Umea 
copyright ( c) 2003 
#if ndef __ WX_DECLARE 
#def ine __ WX_DECLARE __ 
II ImageApplication 
class ImageApplication public wxApp { 
public: 








void OnPaint(wxPaintEvent& event); 
void SetimagePath(wxString theString); 
void SetBitmap(wxBitmap bitmap); 
bool LoadBitmap(); 
void SetCanvasScrollSize(); 




















void OnKernel( wxCommandEvent& event); 
void OnLoad( wxCommandEvent& event); 
void OnLoadTrees( wxCommandEvent& event); 
void OnLoadRenderinf o(wxCommandEvent& event); 
void OnLoadResultDir( wxCommandEvent& event); 
void OnSetFilters( wxCommandEvent& event); 
void OnCorrelate( wxCommandEvent& event); 
void OnStatus( wxCommandEvent& event); 
void OnAbout( wxCommandEvent& event); 
void OnQuit( wxCommandEvent& event); 





I I  methods for kernel rendering 
double GetRadius(); 




























































































II Sl uCorrelateinput 






















double gauss) ; 
virtual void* Entry(); 




















5 1  
Program libraries 
IPL 
The Intel® Image Processing Library is a C-programming library constructed to give a high 
performance on Intel® Pentium processors. Standard image processing algorithms like Fast 
Fourier Transforms, image filtering and colour space conversion is included. The TreeD 
application use function-calls to this library in the main C-image-processing-loop. 
http://developer.intel.com/ 
wxWindows 
wx Windows is an open source, cross platform, C++ programming library for graphical user 
interface (GUI) development. The TreeD application use class declarations from this library in 
the user interface code. The application calls the C-main loop from a windowing environment, 
where the paths to the current aerial image and result directories have been set. Since the 
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